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OCKEY FRANNY NORTON

enjoyed something of a red-letter

day for the yard at Ripon on August

19 when riding three winners from four

rides at the Yorkshire track.

The treble was initiated when Franny

partnered the juvenile debutant Austrian

School to victory in the opening novice

auction stakes over a mile (pictured

above). Dr Jim Walker’s Teofilo colt faced

four rivals, with the odds-on Cosa Nostra,

rated 79 after being placed second at Ayr

on his last two starts, looking a particularly

tough nut to crack.

Foxy’s Spirit made the running as

Austrian School rather fluffed his lines

leaving the stalls. Showing real signs of

inexperience, Franny had to push him

along to keep in contact with the others in

the early stages. 

The race looked set up for Cosa Nostra,

who improved to take the lead with a little

over a furlong to run.

Meantime, the penny had seemed to

gradually drop for Austrian School.

Switched left with a quarter of a mile to go,

the Teofilo colt came with a sustained run

to get the better of the favourite 80 yards

from home, and he won rather cosily by

three-quarters of a length, with Breathable

a length and three-quarters back in third.

“Austrian School was very green,”

admitted assistant trainer Jock Bennett,

“and he did well to win. He could be a nice

prospect.”

Although it only attracted three runners,

the Conditions’ Stakes for juveniles over

six furlongs looked a fascinating event.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Lake

Volta, an emphatic winner at Brighton on

August 11, was up against Brian Meehan’s

Newbury winner, Alkhalifa, and Richard

Fahey’s Listed-placed colt, Simmy’s

Copshop, rated 92.

The race itself proved a straight-forward

one for Lake Volta and Franny. In the early

stages, Lake Volta matched strides with Al

Khalifa, with the latter racing on the rail.

Lake Volta perhaps nosed ahead a little as

the field passed the three-furlong pole, but

the two continued to race together until

well inside the penultimate furlong.

Defeated

Asked to stretch by Franny, the Raven’s

Pass colt smoothly pulled clear of her

rivals in the final furlong, allowing his

jockey to ease him a little in the closing

stages. At the post, Lake Volta had defeated

Simmy’s Copshop by five lengths, with Al

Khalifa bringing up the rear.

With Lake Volta being by the Breeders’

Cup Classic winner Raven’s Pass out of

the Shamardal mare, Ghanaian, herself

Listed-placed at seven furlongs, one would
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expect Lake Volta to stay at least a mile in

time. In the meantime, he is clearly not

short of speed.

A delighted Jock Bennett was quick to

praise the winner. 

“Lake Volta needed his first race,” he

told the Klarion, “but he was very

professional today.”

David Abell’s Katebird has been a most

consistent filly this season, adding a

Beverley handicap win to her two

successes as a juvenile last year. At Ripon,

the Dark Angel filly was stepping up in

class in a mile and a quarter handicap in

which she faced six rivals, topped by the

even-money favourite, Blind Faith.

After hating the heavy ground at

Nottingham on her latest start, Katebird

was quickly away and, once in line for

home, she looked to have all her rivals in

trouble. And so it proved as Franny

brought her home three lengths clear of

Duck Egg Blue, with Lucy’s Law three-

quarters of a length back in third.

This was a decent effort and it may be

that connections will be tempted to step up

in distance with her.

Katebird is out of the Desert Prince

mare, She Basic, who finished third in the

Premio Regina Elena (Italian 1,000

Guineas) and who herself was out of the

Batshoof mare, She Bat, who won the

Premio Bugatta (Group 3).  


